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The Guacamole Fund Presents... 
  
SPECIAL BONNIE RAITT 
BENEFIT TICKETS  
  
May 23rd, 2008 
  
Silver Legacy Casino, Reno , NV 
  
Funds from these benefit tickets will support Healing Ourselves and Mother 
Earth (www.H-O-M-E.org), a non-profit organization working to stop the 
proposed nuclear waste dump in Yucca Mountain, Nevada . 
  
These Gold and Silver Circle tickets VIP tickets are located in the 
Orchestra Center Section in Rows 4, 8 & 9. 
  
This is an internet-only sale, no phone orders. Tickets will be held at Will Call for 























 BONNIE RAIIT DONATES SPECIAL BENEFIT TICKETS FOR HER 
RENO SHOW TO  HME: HEALING OURSEVES & MOTHER EARTH 
TO HELP STOP YUCCA  MTN WASTE DUMP 
  
Nine Time Grammy Winner and Rock and Roll Hall of Famer Bonnie Raitt and her band 
will be at the Silver Legacy Casino Grand Exposition Hall on Friday May 23 Reno NV. 
 
Bonnie has generously made available some great seats to benefit HOME (Healing 
Ourselves & Mother Earth,) to support their work opposing the proposed permanent 
nuclear waste dump at Yucca Mountain in Nevada . 
 
These Gold and Silver Circle tickets VIP tickets are located in the Orchestra Center 
Section in Rows 4, 8 & 9. 
 
Golden Circle are $300 and include a backstage visit with Bonnie and Silver Circle are 
great seats for a great cause and are $200. These tickets are available through the non 
profit Guacamole Fund and are partially tax deductible. This is a special internet sale 
only at www.guacfund.org 
  
Nuclear Power advocates are touting the importance of nuclear power as a solution to 
global climate change by saying that nuclear power is carbon free.  If people believe this 
we could be looking at another generation of nuclear power and nuclear waste.  But, there 
is no place for the nuclear waste we have now!  Yucca Mountain continues to be at the 
forefront of this issue.  The nuclear industry knows that it needs a solution to the waste 
before much progress can continue to built new nuclear plants, so they the pressure is still 
very much on the Yucca Mountain Project to go forward.  Furthermore, since the current 
legal limit on the amount of waste to go to Yucca Mountain (77,000 tons) will be 
insufficient for the existing generation of nuclear reactors there is pressure to expand the 
capacity of Yucca Mountain .  Despite what some politicians have been saying this issue 
remains hot, and the public must remain vigilant. 
  
This year the Department of Energy hopes to submit a license to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) to begin to build the repository.  Those commissioners with the NRC 
need to hear from the people.  The public needs to be involved.  In the meantime the 
Department of Energy will be holding hearings on another Environmental Impact 
Analysis for Yucca Mountain , and this is an open process.  We also need to press the 
presidential candidates to, if elected, direct the Department of Energy to respect the 
Treaty of Ruby Valley, abide by the science and data they already have, and abandon 
Yucca Mountain as the nation's highly radioactive waste dump. 
  
Bonnie Raitt is a founding member of  MUSE, Musician’s United for Safe Energy  and 
has been an anti nuclear and renewable energy activist for some thirty years. 
 Contact: John Hadder  (775) 284 1989  hadder@qbis.com   www.h-o-m-e.org    
